
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: Half the players form a circle approx. 
30yards in diameter with a ball each. The other half 
is on the inside without a ball. Coach stands in 
middle
Instructions: Players on the inside check to a player 
on the outside and receive the ball in various ways 
they will receive balls from the flanks. After 45 
seconds players on the inside switch with players 
on the outside.
Work through the following progressions;
- Volley the ball with laces only (both feet)
- Volley the ball with inside of foot only (both 

feet)
- Receive with chest and volley
- Receive with thigh and volley
- Headers

-Players run around the coach (standing in the 
middle) at a normal pace and then sprint to the 
player with the ball
-Communicate with the player to toss the ball, slow 
body down and prepare to receive the ball, use 
proper technique to volley back and then jog back to 
coach before repeating with other foot

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 8 x20 yard rectangles with 3 players per grid 

and 1 ball
Instructions: 
• Players  pass across the grid and then follow pass 

joining the back of opposite line (Fig 1)
• Begin with Driven Passes then Progress to Lofted 

Passes

Progression: (Fig 2)
  - One player now stands in the middle of the grid. 
Outside players score a point for (a) lofting the ball 
over the head of central player to other side or (b) 
driving a pass past central player to opposite side.
Ball must be successfully received  for a point to be 
scored. Switch central player after 2 mins.

ABC of Passing; Driven Pass;
Approach at an angle, use ‘set up’ touch with outside 
of kicking foot to set  the pass  up
Balance;  Forward and over the ball, push body 
weight through the ball as you strike
Contact; Toes towards the ground, use laces to strike 
the center of the ball, follow through towards 
receiver
Lofted Pass;
Approach at an angle, use ‘set up’ touch with outside 
of kicking foot to set  the pass  up
Balance; Standing foot should be next to the ball 
(maintaining a fairly wide stance) player should lean 
back as they strike
Contact; Strike underneath the  balls vertical midline 
with the laces and follow through
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Age Group: Grades 7 and 8
Topic:  Lofted and Driven Passes
Sub Topic: Switching the Play
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 7 and 8
Topic: Lofted and Driven Passes
Sub Topic: Switching the Play
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20min
Set-up: 2 grids 20x12 yards with 10yards in between 

3 teams of 4 and 1 ball. 
Instructions: 1 team of attackers in each end box, 1 

team of defenders waiting outside  halfway line 
between both boxes (2 each side). 

1 team of attackers begins with ball and defending 
team sends in two defenders, attacking team 
must make at least 4 consecutive passes before 
trying to ‘switch’ the ball to opposite box. Upon 
completion of  switch, the 2 defenders run back to 
halfway point whilst remaining two run to the 
opposite box to begin sequence again. Play for 
designated time before switching out defenders

Progression – Place waiting defenders on halfway 
line, they can move side to side and try to block 
switch

-Maintain diamond Shape in box to provide depth 
and width
-Look to switch early and often
-Use of first touch to set up lofted or driven pass
-Correct Technique of lofted and driven passes

Progression:

-Constantly look over your shoulder, across the field 
and  weigh up opportunities to switch the ball

-Make correct choice of lofted or driven passes 
depending on where the defenders are

-Look to switch early and often

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 30 x 40 yard field with 5 yard wing zone 

either side. 5 yard Goals with No GK’s
Instructions: 
• Teams Play 4v4 in the Central Zone with an 

offensive  player in each of the Wing Zones. To 
score a goal the ball must be played out to one of 
the wing zones before being played back centrally 
to finish. Wing Zone players are restricted to their 
area and are unopposed. Switch Wing Zone 
Players every 5 mins

Variation; Play 3v3in the central goal with 
Goalkeepers

-Look to get the ball out wide early and often
-Maintain Diamond Shape in central zone to provide 
constant depth and width
-Once ball is played out wide attack in numbers
-Use of Lofted and driven passes to cross the ball
-Make good angles of support at all times


